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What would happen if you couldn’t eat? If everything you touch or come in contact with could

put you into anaphylaxis? Stop breathing? More so, what if you couldn’t express this concern

because you were merely a baby. You come to rely on your only advocate, mom. This is a story

of a family who took their daughter’s fight with food allergies from desperation to determination.

An emotional rollercoaster story, fighting to get anyone to listen. Now still living with food

allergies, this family has made it through and hopes to shine a light to all those dealing with the

same issues. As an added bonus, there are recipes that have been a staple for this family to

keep them going. Enjoy!

“Longtime admirers of Frances Burney’s delightful eighteenth-century comedy of manners,

Evelina, will no doubt rejoice in Broadview’s impressive new edition of the work, here ably

introduced and annotated by Susan Kubica Howard. Readers new to the novel have a treat in

store. Evelina remains, quite simply, the most accomplished and insouciant comic novel written

by an Englishwoman before Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, and coruscates anew in the

handsome presentation it is given here.”  �Terry Castle, Stanford University“Susan Kubica

Howard’s research is impressively detailed, yet accessibly presented so that the edition will

serve both seasoned scholars in the field and readers who may be encountering Evelina for

the first time.”  �Audrey Bilger, Claremont McKenna College--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Volume IOh

author of my being!-far more dearTo me than light, than nourishment, or rest,Hygieia’s

blessings, Rapture’s burning tear,Or the life blood that mantles in my breast!If in my heart the

love of Virtue glows,’T was planted there by an unerring rule;From thy example the pure flame

arose,Thy life, my precept-thy good works, my school.Could my weak pow’rs thy num’rous

virtues trace,By filial love each fear should be repress’d;The blush of Incapacity I’d chace,And

stand, recorder of thy worth, confess’d:But since my niggard stars that gift refuse,Concealment

is the only boon I claim;Obscure be still the unsuccessful Muse,Who cannot raise, but would

not sink, thy fame.Oh! of my life at once the source and joy!If e’er thy eyes these feeble lines

survey,Let not their folly their intent destroy;Accept the tribute-but forget the lay.To the Authors

of the Monthly and Critical ReviewsGentlemen,The liberty which I take in addressing to You the

trifling production of a few idle hours, will, doubtless, move your wonder, and, probably, your

contempt. I will not, however, with the futility of apologies, intrude upon your time, but briefly

acknowledge the motives of my temerity: lest, by a premature exercise of that patience which I

hope will befriend me, I should lessen its benevolence, and be accessary to my own

condemnation.Without name, without recommendation, and unknown alike to success and

disgrace, to whom can I so properly apply for patronage, as to those who publicly profess

themselves Inspectors of all literary performances?The extensive plan of your critical

observations,-which, not confined to works of utility or ingenuity, is equally open to those of

frivolous amusement,-and yet worse than frivolous dullness,-encourages me to seek for your

protection, since,-perhaps for my sins!-it entitles me to your annotations. To resent, therefore,

this offering, however insignificant, would ill become the universality of your undertaking,

though not to despise it may, alas! be out of your power.The language of adulation, and the

incense of flattery, though the natural inheritance, and constant resource, from time

immemorial, of the Dedicator, to me offer nothing but the wistful regret that I dare not invoke



their aid. Sinister views would be imputed to all I could say; since, thus situated, to extol your

judgement, would seem the effect of art, and to celebrate your impartiality, be attributed to

suspecting it.As Magistrates of the press, and Censors for the public,-to which you are bound

by the sacred ties of integrity to exert the most spirited impartiality, and to which your suffrages

should carry the marks of pure, dauntless, irrefragable truth-to appeal for your MERCY, were to

solicit your dishonour; and therefore,-though ’tis sweeter than frankincense,-more grateful to

the senses than all the odorous perfumes of Arabia,-and though It droppeth like the gentle rain

from heaven Upon the place beneath, I court it not! to your justice alone I am entitled, and by

that I must abide. Your engagements are not to the supplicating author, but to the candid

public, which will not fail to craveThe penalty and forfeit of your bond.No hackneyed writer,

inured to abuse, and callous to criticism, here braves your severity;-neither does a half-starv’d

garretteer, Oblig’d by hunger-and request of friends,-implore your lenity: your examination will

be alike unbiassed by partiality and prejudice:-no refractory murmuring will follow your censure,

no private interest be gratified by your praise.Let not the anxious solicitude with which I

recommend myself to your notice, expose me to your derision. Remember, Gentlemen, you

were all young writers once, and the most experienced veteran of your corps, may, by

recollecting his first publication, renovate his first terrors, and learn to allow for mine. For,

though Courage is one of the noblest virtues of this nether sphere, and, though scarcely more

requisite in the field of battle, to guard the fighting hero from disgrace, than in the private

commerce of the world, to ward off that littleness of soul which leads, by steps imperceptible, to

all the base train of the inferior passions, and by which the too timid mind is betrayed into a

servility derogatory to the dignity of human nature; yet is it a virtue of no necessity in a situation

such as mine; a situation which removes, even from cowardice itself, the sting ofignominy;-for

surely that courage may easily be dispensed with, which would rather excite disgust than

admiration! Indeed, it is the peculiar privilege of an author, to rob terror of contempt, and

pusillanimity of reproach.Here let me rest,-and snatch myself, while I yet am able, from the

fascination of Egotism,-a monster who has more votaries than ever did homage to the most

popular deity of antiquity; and whose singular quality is, that while he excites a blind and

involuntary adoration in almost every individual, his influence is universally disallowed, his

power universally contemned, and his worship, even by his followers, never mentioned but with

abhorrence.In addressing you jointly, I mean but to mark the generous sentiments by which

liberal criticism, to the utter annihilation of envy, jealousy, and all selfish views, ought to be

distinguished. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Longtime

admirers of Frances Burney's delightful eighteenth-century comedy of manners, Evelina, will

no doubt rejoice in Broadview's impressive new edition of the work, here ably introduced and

annotated by Susan Kubica Howard. Readers new to the novel have a treat in store. Evelina

remains, quite simply, the most accomplished and insouciant comic novel written by an

Englishwoman before Austen's Pride and Prejudice, and coruscates anew in the handsome

presentation it is given here." (Terry Castle )"Susan Kubica Howard's research is impressively

detailed, yet accessibly presented so that the edition will serve both seasoned scholars in the

field and readers who may be encountering Evelina for the first time." (Audrey Bilger ) --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherThe Broadview Literary

Texts series is an effort to represent the ever-changing canon of literature in English by

bringing together texts long regarded as classics with valuable, though lesser-known literature

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapA work by turns

hilarious and grim, Evelina tells the story of a young woman's education in the ways of the

world, vividly rendering life in eighteenth-century England. Raised by a pastor after her mother



died and her father abandoned her, Evelina leaves the seclusion of the country for her first

season out, encounters all manner of people–from prospective husbands to rakes to vulgar

relatives–and endures all manner of trials before she achieves her final triumph."Before

Evelina," W. D. Howells proclaimed, "the heart of girlhood had never been so fully opened in

literature." Samuel Johnson called Burney "a real wonder" and Thomas Babington Macaulay

wrote, "We owe to [Burney], not only Evelina, Cecilia, and Camilla, but also Mansfield Park and

The Absentee."--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverThe

reputation of Frances Burney (1752-1840) was largely established with her first novel, Evelina.

Published anonymously in 1778, it is an epistolary account of a sheltered young woman’s

entrance into society and her experience of family. Its comedy ranges from the violent practical

joking reminiscent of Smollett’s fiction to witty repartee that influenced Austen.The Broadview

edition is based on the second edition of the novel (1779), which incorporates Burney’s

revisions and corrections. Its appendices include contemporary reviews of Evelina as well as

eighteenth-century works on the family and on comedy.--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorFrances Burney (Fanny Burney) was a British novelist

who wrote four novels, eight plays, and one biography in her lifetime, and left behind 20

volumes of journals and letters after her death. Self-educated, Burney began writing at the age

of 10, and published her first novel, Evelina, anonymously in 1778. Burney followed Evelina's

success with Cecilia, Camilla, and The Wanderer, all of which explored the lives of English

aristocrats and the role of women in society. Burney s novels were enormously popular during

her lifetime, inspiring both Jane Austen and William Makepeace Thackeray, and her journals

are recognized for their uncommonly accurate and candid portrayal of 18th-century England.

Burney died in Bath, England, in 1840. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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CHAPTER 1The BeginningI’M WRITING.I’ve always joked that writing is a form of therapy for

me. My husband shamelessly encourages my habit. I’m not sure if he does it more for himself

or me. It does preserve my sanity, so no matter the motive, I’m grateful. Over the years, I’ve

kept small journals going—a spiral notebook here, a bound journal there, or a little hidden file

on my laptop. Of course, there’s nothing noteworthy found in any of the files, but I keep at it. I

enjoy the quiet moments.However, looking back through those files, I noticed that the last entry

was in April 2009. April. The month of beginnings for us. A month and a day that is engraved in

wedding bands. April. The month we were expecting our tie breaker child. There are no more

entries or even short notes after that month. In a way, that month of beginnings for us became

the ending of everything we knew to be normal. Yet it was also still the month of beginnings; it

was the beginning of a turbulent year. It was a year of questions, a year in which I doubted

myself and all the decisions I had made up to that point. That was a year of silence when I

couldn’t talk to anyone; I couldn’t even talk to myself because I didn’t want to listen.This is to

make up for all that lost time, those undocumented moments, even those moments I try hard to

forget. There was good in the midst of that year and even in the year following. I think I’m on

the other side now, and I can safely look back. For the first time I can begin to speak about

those days, and my voice has returned.Our tie breaker child was a surprise in many ways.

Seven months after our son was born, we learned we were expecting again. We spent a

blissful Saturday morning in our bed reading to our oldest and snuggling with the baby. Then

my husband looked over and noticed that I was missing the moments. I was sound asleep. He

woke me and adamantly insisted that I take the ever-important test. Within seconds the test

told me what my husband already assumed. Only after our ultrasound did the news become



reality to me. I carried home her ultrasound pictures and finally allowed myself to begin

planning, picking names, and sorting through hand-me-downs. I had long loved a particular

name, and Hubby agreed that it fit the active hands and feet that kept me up late most

nights.This little one had an unusual birth plan, which surprised everyone who knew us and

even took us by surprise. We chose a home birth with midwives, which was a new concept for

us. Be glad you weren’t there when we announced our plan to family members and friends. We

were met with interrogating questions and disbelief. Did we have a backup plan? Did we think

this through? Yes, we were confident in our decision; this was best for us.The pregnancy was

exhausting. I carted around a chunky baby brother and chased a silly princess toddler. How

could I do even more? A second little princess still seemed far from reality. Even with each

fluttering kick, I could not imagine my days with one more little person in our family. Though

exhausting, the pregnancy was uneventful, save for one thing that almost compromised my

carefully laid home birth plans. The flu hit our family, and I was hit the hardest of all. At thirty-

seven weeks pregnant, I was unable to so much as crawl to the bathroom. I lived on the

bathroom floor for a week while Daddy took care of the little ones. Every moment I prayed that

labor would wait, and labor did wait—too long for my taste. After two perfectly healthy weeks,

Easter was almost here, and I was without my Easter baby.The due date was Easter Sunday,

and I debated long and hard about buying an infant Easter dress for what I felt sure would be

our first Sunday as a family of five. Big sister and big brother were both preemies, and I thought

this little one would arrive early. But I decided against buying that Easter dress. I just knew that

if I picked out some pink frills, this baby would refuse to arrive in time to wear it. After an

agonizing debate, I passed by the dresses and continued to wait.Two days before the due date,

I no longer had any fears about handling a baby and a toddler with a newborn. What I couldn’t

handle was being pregnant for one more second. The birthing pool was blown up and sitting in

our living room; all the supplies were nearby in a tub. I spent the afternoon sitting in the empty

pool reading a book. I had begun trying natural labor induction. Nothing.My husband began

searching the Internet for any new ideas and discovered pineapple. Pineapple? Some swore

that the fruit could naturally induce labor. Well, I hadn’t tried that one, and it didn’t sound too

difficult. He bought me two fresh pineapples and served them to me while I stubbornly

continued to sit in that birthing pool. I ate every single bite. How could I forget that? The

heartburn afterward was misery. I eventually gave up my vigil in that pool and moved a few feet

to the couch. When my husband decided he would throw in the towel and head to bed, I hurled

my book at him. He was wise to retreat to the bedroom. I think I was up all night. When I finally

slept, I was awakened by contractions. Is it possible to be excited about being in pain?One day

early, our Easter baby arrived. A four-hour labor, a midwife stuck in traffic, and no Easter dress,

but she was here, and she was beautiful. The assistant midwife was in awe. This was her first

solo delivery, a day she told me would be held forever in her fondest memories. This was our

first full-term baby. She was absolutely perfect. She outweighed her big sister and brother at

birth by two full pounds. She was all chubby cuteness ensconced in pink. Sister and brother

couldn’t wait to see and hold her. She was here and finally real to them.The midwives made us

snacks and then settled me in the rocker with a sleeping one in my arms. I didn’t have nagging

doubts at the time. The “what ifs” didn’t cross my mind. Our house was peaceful and still. Soon

I would be juggling three little ones, but at that moment I felt I could do anything. No problem!

Big sister and big brother were excited and willing to help. They had been great sleepers and

great eaters. Though premature, they had quickly closed the gap on the growth charts. They

were funny, mischievous, cheerful bundles of energy. I imagined a smiling, drooling baby

crawling after them. What fun we would have!Oh, did I mention that I did in fact get that Easter



dress? No, I didn’t buy it myself. A sweet friend who had listened to my agonized dress debate

ran to the store and grabbed one of the last tiny dresses as soon as she heard our news. By

evening, we had our house back in order and had spent time with visitors, our new addition,

and the coveted Easter dress. Everything had gone according to my plan; it could not have

been more perfect. Even our families came around to the home birth idea. And once they saw

those baby blue eyes squinting up at them, all was forgiven and the world was right. And that’s

where my self-reflective writing ended.The weeks following that Easter are barely memorable. I

slept little, nursed a lot, changed more diapers than should be humanly possible, and worked

to find a routine. Sleep would come soon, I promised myself. Just a little longer and she would

be sleeping longer stretches at night and taking predictable naps during the day. I could keep

going, knowing that the sleep deprivation was short-lived. They say hindsight is 20/20, but if I

had known I would endure eight solid months without sleep, I would not have even tried to

continue. I’m thankful that I held on to the hope that it could only get better.Those first six

weeks began to feel like years. Not only did my little princess refuse to sleep at night, she

began to cry all the time. She cried all night, she cried before each feeding, she cried during

each feeding, she cried after each feeding, she cried all day unless I was holding her. She was

clearly miserable, and she was making me miserable. What had we done? What were we

thinking? I could not handle this. I was not prepared for this. My thoughts tortured me as I spent

every moment holding her while trying to maintain a normal life for those around me.Could it

possibly get worse? Yes. By three months old she was covered in a horrible red rash. She

looked like a burn victim. The crying increased and turned into shrieking. Nothing stopped the

rash or the crying. My once chubby baby lost weight rapidly. She almost never smiled. We

continued to see declines as she quit sitting up and crawling. Her eyes would not focus on our

faces clearly anymore. This was not supposed to happen. This surprise little one was not

anything I expected or hoped for in a new little girl. My best laid plans meant nothing now. My

only instinct was survival; to get through each day the best way I could. I tried denial, but that

didn’t work out well for me. Anywhere I took the baby I was greeted with stares of disbelief and

disapproving murmurs. I wasn’t the only one who noticed that this child was different. What I

saw and feared each day was intensified. A body completely covered in a bright red rash, a

glazed look, and her screaming was not improving. Denial was an impossibility.Looking back, I

wrote nothing in my journals because I would not have known where to start. I was hurt and

angry, but more than that I was utterly overwhelmed. I could barely get through the day. Most of

the months after that day in April are blurry; some of them I think I’ve blocked out completely

and others run together. I’ll try to make up for lost time and think back through the days when I

didn’t feel like living. The fear and the questions were terrifying. I wasn’t sure I wanted answers

because I did not know where they would lead us. But I know now, and I’ve had a chance to

process our life-altering changes. Life looks so different now. But it is our life and our story, and

even as messy as it has been, I want to remember the moments to see from where we’ve

come. Our little Easter baby, our Baby Bee, has changed us but also blessed us.And I don’t

think I’ve mentioned the last surprise about Baby Bee, and this was the breathtaking, heart-

stopping, life-changing one for me. This baby would never be the cheerful, chubby, blue-eyed

baby that her siblings had been. No, we would learn that she’s not normal by medical

standards. She’s actually in a small percentile of the population. Our little one has life-

threatening food allergies. But at this point in the game, we didn’t even know it yet. We only had

the inkling, the nagging doubts, and the fear that she wasn’t normal. We were beginning to

whisper the question that every parent dreads asking: “What is wrong with my child?” We were

allowing ourselves to admit that something didn’t seem right and were working to voice our fear



aloud. Unfortunately, no one was listening.

CHAPTER 2Pediatrician and DermatologistTIME FOR ANOTHER well baby visit. Already? It

seemed as if we had just done this. How many weeks had passed? Only four? Well, off we

went with our diaper bag and sippy cups.The doctor only confirmed what I already knew. Bee

was perfect with her ten fingers and toes and her blue eyes. Yes, she did look like her older

sister. True, she was chubby with baby rolls at her elbows, wrists, knees, and ankles. She was

gaining weight and eating well.The doctor also took great pain to assure me that she was

healthy, despite our birth plan. Even though I had used midwives, she seemed to be doing fine.

Even though she was born at home, she was healthy. Even though I did things differently,

neither one of us had suffered for it. I’m so glad he approved, aren’t you?By our two-month

appointment I was concerned with the cradle cap covering little Bee’s head. Did other kids

have cradle cap like this? She looked like she was wearing a bright green swimming cap. Could

we not do something about this? I was bothered by how it looked. Was there hair under there?

The pediatrician tried to allay my concerns. He droned on about cradle cap and assured me

that it would soon clear up. This was normal and would pass.My next question was about her

cheeks. They looked pink and scaly; I thought she had a rash. He was still calm as he spoke

about “baby acne” and assured me again that it was short-lived. Her body would adjust and her

rash would be gone. She might have “neonatal eczema.” This was not serious and would

resolve on its own. She did not need any treatment, and I did not need to worry. Never mind

that he had no answer as to why this was occurring. It just sometimes happened. The details

did not matter; it would go away soon.She was unusually fussy, at least compared to my other

two children. I believed something was making her uncomfortable. All day and night she

squirmed and kicked her legs. She was never still. I thought she was trying to scratch herself.

Was she itchy?No, definitely not. She did not have the ability to scratch herself, and she was

not itchy, the pediatrician insisted. This was normal movement as she stretched and moved.

There was no purpose to it.Normal, normal, normal. Everything was fine, and he would see me

in two months.Between two months and three months I could not escape the doubts. Baby Bee

was covered in a bright red rash. I was convinced she was itchy, and the cradle cap had not

cleared as promised. Her cradle cap looked like green lizard scales on her head, and most of

her soft baby fuzz hair had fallen out. I had to know what was happening. I called the doctor

and made an earlier appointment; I could not wait for her next checkup.I dreaded the visit to his

office because I felt lost. I wasn’t looking for calm assurances; I wanted answers, and I wanted

a plan of action. My child was miserable, and I knew something was not right.He agreed that

her cradle cap had progressed and announced that she had eczema all over her body. He

called it “atopic dermatitis,” as if making it sound more medical would help.I had done extensive

Internet research before this appointment and had already determined that my child had a

severe case of eczema. I didn’t need his diagnosis. I wanted a starting point, a next step. What

should I do now? How could I help her?Again he assured me that she would grow out of it.

When? And was I supposed to wait and watch my child suffer while she grew? No, that was not

acceptable.I questioned and questioned. My research revealed a link between food and

eczema. One of the top offenders was dairy and anything that contained dairy protein. Before

my appointment, I had begun to eliminate milk from my diet to see if I noted any improvement. I

was also concerned about fungal infections. The Internet can be a blessing and a curse at the

same time. I was able to find numerous skin infection pictures ranging from eczema to fungal to

bacterial. Baby Bee’s skin was a definite match to the eczema, but some areas mirrored the

fungal infection pictures. Did she have both problems? All I wanted were clear answers.It was



eczema, and food could contribute to the problem. The pediatrician thought I should try

eliminating dairy, but he continued to maintain that the eczema was a passing problem and

would diminish with age.And the other infections? He laughed. Yes, he laughed and broke my

mother heart. I was only doing what I could to help my baby, and I felt I deserved respect for

my tenacity. He thought the idea of a fungal infection was absurd. In my heart I disagreed and

still had enough dignity left to implore him to prescribe an antifungal to simply try. If nothing

improved then I could rest assured that Bee’s problems were only eczema and not another

type of infection. He became angry and defensive and told me that under no circumstances

would he prescribe medication for an issue that did not exist. No, her infection was not fungal. It

was eczema, just eczema, and it would go away soon.He recommended daily steroid creams.

But no, I had done some research and was uncomfortable starting those on someone so

young. I wanted to know the why; I wanted to know the cause before I treated a mere symptom.

Fine, if I was going to refuse his medical advice then he recommended lotion and bath soap.

Oh, and don’t forget to change your detergent. Choose something mild without fragrance. And

then give it time.But what should I do in the interim? I was not about to wait silently until she

awoke one day without her rash. That’s when my sleep deprivation began to speak for me. I

demanded a second opinion; I would have a dermatologist evaluate the rash. He insisted that I

did not need a dermatologist and that Bee had nothing more than eczema. He was so

dismissive; to him, her problem was so simple and her diagnosis so clear.I had never felt such

frustration and anger. With tears falling freely and a crying baby in my arms, I told him I was

going to see a dermatologist and that I expected his referral. I could see the disbelief in his

eyes. It was clear he was angry at me and pitied me at the same time. He thought I was so

misinformed that I was wasting his time. I got the referral and walked out of that office without a

backward glance. I had never felt so belittled, and I was determined to dedicate myself to

becoming as informed as possible. I would not give up until I had an answer I found

satisfactory. And I would never again enter into a conversation with this doctor without some

proof, some real information, something other than my intuition, which he so strongly

discounted. Six months later would find me in that very office with one critical paper that would

change his opinion of me. But for now, I vowed to avoid the memory of that day when I was

made to feel guilty for caring so deeply about my daughter.Yes, I had the referral, and I called

from the car on the way home to set up an appointment. I was going to see a dermatologist at

our local children’s medical center in our area and hoped that answers were coming soon. I

already had some inclination of what I believed to be the problem, and I was only looking for

confirmation and support. While I believed I had a general idea of what was happening to Bee,

I needed specifics.I went to this appointment with high hopes—only to leave with less hope.

“Eczema, your daughter has eczema. It’s a common problem, and most children will outgrow it.

Here are some steroid creams, lotions, and soothing bath soaps.” No, I would not stand for this

waiting game any longer! They did allude to her case being one of the more severe they had

seen and encouraged me to present at grand rounds with her so that all the doctors, residents,

and interns could review her case. Would I be willing to bring her? If so, a pediatric

dermatologist from another city would be there as well.I was too disheartened to go alone and

brought my husband to this appointment. We sat in the exam room for hours as one doctor

after another, one intern after another, one resident after another, filed into the room. I had to

keep Bee undressed as each one examined her little red body. She screamed and flailed and

tried to scratch until she finally exhausted herself. We were thanked for coming in and sent

home. We would be called once they had studied her case and reached a consensus.I waited

impatiently for that phone call. I don’t know why I bothered. The diagnosis was the same and



so was the prescription. Steroids, steroids, steroids. I was dissatisfied.I followed up with our

dermatologist, who recommended an anti-itch medication. I was frustrated beyond my limit and

against my better judgment tried the topical liquid medicine. It did stop Bee’s itching and

scratching. It stopped everything for Bee. She became listless and lifeless and slept through

the days. I was terrified. I would take the screaming over this child who no longer had any fight

left. What was this medicine? I headed back to my computer for more research and discovered

that it was used primarily as a sedative but also as an antihistamine or to treat eczema and

itching. My daughter was on a sedative. Of course she wasn’t itchy anymore. She was drugged

and was no longer herself. This was not the answer I had sought. I stopped that medication

and felt no guilt over my decision.I went to one last appointment with our original dermatologist.

I was convinced that food was affecting my daughter. How was I feeding her? At four months

old, I was breastfeeding her only, but my diet was affecting her. I was so sure. But I was slowly

beginning to doubt myself and even my sanity. The doctors’ repeated denials discouraged me

from questioning, and I was becoming weary. I brought my husband to this appointment for

support, intending to ask for a blood test for food allergies. Summoning the courage and

glancing toward my husband, I blurted out the request. It was met with disdain and arrogance.

They would not order any lab work, insisting that food was not an issue.My intuition told me

otherwise, and I determined not to go back to the dermatologist. This was not right. Baby Bee

and I cried the entire way home.
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Journey with Food Allergies fanny crosby, Hives in the Kitchen Our Journey with Food

allergies pdf, Hives in the Kitchen Our Journey with Food allergies book, Hives in the Kitchen
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hives kitchen, hives in the middle of the night, hives in the mouth, hives in the sun, hives in
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Ebook Tops Reader, “An amazing story of a mom who doesn't give up or .... An amazing story

of a mom who doesn't give up or give in....knowing her (third) child better than anyone. The

emotional struggles of knowing something isn't right with your baby, trying to find answers, and

battling against medical doctors who just want to prescribe medications as the cure all. Lexi's

inner battles were heartbreaking, but her perseverance is almost heroic.This book should be

mandatory reading for any family with special needs of any kind. Be true to yourself. Listen to

that mom voice.Thank you, Lexi Henegar for sharing your story. Maybe, just maybe, your story

will be heard and will be just what "the doctor ordered" to help someone struggling with similar

circumstances. Bonus! Recipes in the back of the book!PS...I would love a follow up story on

how Bee is doing now.”

D. Nieto, “Learning more of the world of food allergies.. How interesting to read a very personal

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/ALErJ/Hives-in-the-Kitchen-Our-Journey-with-Food-Allergies


account about multiple and severe food allergies, and how parents of children have to be

advocates among the doubters in the medical community. Worth reading for insight into the

world of living with deadly food reactions- a world unknown to most people. Learning more

about any condition in order to understand others is always worthwhile. Hives in the Kitchen is

the perfect book for doing just that!”

Josh Scandlen, “But the story is amazing as well. Recipes alone are worth the price! But the

story is amazing as well. Easy to read, only took 2 hours in one sitting.”

Linda, “She writes beautifully about the struggles and victory of food allergies and .... Lexi

shares her story of a mother's perseverance for her child's health and safety. She writes

beautifully about the struggles and victory of food allergies and includes the personal doubts

and depression that only a strong and faithful mother could overcome. Well done.”

Phil Dewberry, “Four Stars. Very informative book with great recipes for allergy sensitive

individuals.  Well written.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “My heart went out to this poor family. The stress. Wow. My heart went

out to this poor family. The stress, frustration and desperation that Lexi was feeling came

through in her writing. Their story really makes me think. Our youngest son struggled with

allergies (not to the extreme as Bee though) and we had our trips to the ER and doctor's

offices and I can really relate to the feeling that you are somewhat dismissed by doctors. Not

once did I make the possible connection that food could be the issue. We were always told it

was something in the air or the detergent, etc., but we were never given a definite source. We

don't see many episodes now, but I can't help but wonder if it was our diet. Thanks for writing

this book.  I think it is a worthwhile read for any parent AND doctors too!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The love and dedication of the family really shows in every .... Very

informative and eye opening book. You don't realize how hard it is to raise a child with special

food needs until you read this book. The love and dedication of the family really shows in every

page.”

The book by Fanny Burney has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 10 people have provided feedback.
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